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The VAROLA is a versatile functional system for office areas. The VAROLA comes with an integrated,
deep, freestanding work surface in various sizes. The work surface can be connected to the leg

frame. The VAROLA is ideal for areas with low or no ceiling height as well as for offices with limited
space. Since all components are made of pre-painted, powder-coated steel, the VAROLA ensures a

stable and robust system over time. The calandre Comfort is a freestanding floor toilet with a
comfortable, open design. The floor toilet is available with an integral lift mechanism as a standard
option. The base is made of veneer birch, while the seat is made of walnut or ash with a white or

black canvas cover. The integral lift mechanism opens the seat completely, from left to right. It can
be installed as a freestanding floor toilet or combined with a wheelchair ramp or space for a wheel

chair. The removable seat cover is also washable and can be removed for cleaning. The Norpro is an
extremely stable freestanding countertop unit with multiple functional uses. The dry wall thickness of
150 mm is the thinnest available in the wall-mounted system market. This makes it possible to install
the Norpro in spaces as narrow as 42 cm. The small footprint makes it easy to find room, regardless
of a small space. This termite-resistant steel frame and insulated walls make Davinco's Stain-Free

Stoves both durable and environmentally-friendly. Davis Industries' 'Green New Deal' program
ensures that the company's exclusive green technologies are sold responsibly. Davis uses

environmentally-sensitive textile finishes, recycled content materials, renewable energy, and water-
saving plumbing. Davis Stoves are sold at Bobs' Red Mill hardware stores.
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The soft contours of the Vignoni series convey the complicity of an embrace, while the thickness of
the materials reflect the pursuit of subtlety and lightness. The design, which begins with an oval,

proceeds in a manner that's decidedly contemporary, with no ornamentation, and with dimensions
only slightly larger than the norm. Redefined geometric lines intersect with interconnected circles,
for a pure and classical Italian style with a timeless appeal that's achieved using high-tech ceramic
processing techniques, which have always been a hallmark of the company itself. VIGNONI is: 100

cm washbasin, 80 cm washbasin, 60 cm washbasin, wall-mounted and countertop, in fire clay. wall-
mounted and free-standing toilets and bidets, in vitreous china. toilet seat cover, thermoset material
with chrome soft close hinges. VIGNONI is also: Free-standing toilet and bidet with a height 50 cm,
particularly well-suited for people with mobility problems. Free-standing toilet, 42 cm and 50 cm in
height, with an offset drain pipe that renders it ideal for renovations. A fully produced pencil, to a

single master-grade sheet. A professional tool for professional technicians. Dützencil: Dützencil is a
professional, finely ground pencil, based on a high-quality graphite core covered with a consistent,

hard varnish. It is easy to grip and holds its point for long periods. It is particularly suitable for
freehand drawing, especially for sketching and freehand illustration. Recommended for:

demonstration, drawing, cartooning, and portrait drawing. Altenbacher Watch Meister, Time Lover -
der erste Klixkompfessor Ulrich Kornreich für Menschen mit Allergien. Wir stellen diese Möbel in
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